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What is this all about?
I

am

sharing

a

story...my

story...events that no one thinks
will take place..but they do..and
you learn to live with them.

Thanks for reading...your support,
and helping make a dream come true.
My life change started in 2010. I was doing great, physically, was in
good shape, was playing guitar a lot, and writing, a lot.
I had been a previous winner in the San Antonio Guitar Wars

Mark odom

Contest a few times...2010 was different. I won, but during my

This project, My Time To Speak, is

shoulder. I literally could not feel my hands at all...or my arms. I

literally a dream come true...

began to slowly get dizzy later in the evening, and knew something

performance, I thought I had a pinched nerve or something in my

was happening..something wrong.

What the songs mean:

I went to a sports therapist hoping my “pinched nerve” issue could

My Time To Speak: When I heard the words, you DO have an incurable
disease, this is what I was feeling. A battle about to take place, the
unknown, a dogfight in unknown territory, and there was no stopping it...no
time to speak. Trying to control a flight out of control.

be resolved. After a few sessions, I began feeling quite worse, my

Satellite: I was simply hovering around town, watching others, my friends,
play music in clubs, etc. Realizing how incredibly lucky they were to be
playing music. I felt like a drifting satellite watching, wishing, and trying to
get back on path.

a phone, shave, etc. I lost total ability in my left hand...and thought

Awakening: An aggressive, no holds barred, struggle, almost angry like
voice deep in my heart to be able to physically have movement, controlled
movement, and play guitar again. This song captures my daily battle to do
just that. Yep, some days are harder than others, but it sure feels good to
“rock out” again. Amen.

To make a long story a bit shorter, I had to get an MRI, After several

Home: An attempt to capture the peacefulness of inner soul
searching...finding your center, trying to think only good, relaxing, peaceful,
thoughts in a time of turmoil. Home felt like my safety spot, my sanctuary...I
could deal with this.

cure, just tons of meds to try and be as normal as possible. You

Better Day: Things did seem to get better on different levels, mentally, some
physically, and definitely spiritually. I would wake up saying...”Ok, today is
THE day I am gonna really tackle this”.

where people could not stand to touch their skin, for it was painful

One Light Town: Just playing from the heart...a kick drum, a piano, and a
guitar. Trying to make the guitar speak, to say something deep within,
without saying a word.
Standoff: A showdown, an old west duel, and I’d better be ready to face it.

entire body was going numb...very quickly. I could no longer write,
I was having trouble walking...I couldn’t type, use a computer, hold

my guitar playing was over for sure. I had just received a guitar
endorsement, and couldn’t even hold a guitar at this point.

hours of being scanned, it was determined I had an aggressive case
of MS, Multiple Sclerosis, and had several lesions throughout my
brain, and spine. I was on a new path, my life forever changed, no

could’ve paid me a million dollars to play a chord on a guitar, and I
simply couldn’t do it. I was of a small percentage of MS cases

and almost razor-like feeling.
I had to make a decision. Either stop playing, and just move on
hoping for the best, or MAKE it the best...I relearned to play, through
constant daily battles, even today, my hands feel almost mechanical
at times...they can lock up, etc.

Healing: I was at the beach, listening to the waves crash, doing some soul
searching, everything was different in my life, but I prayed for some sense of
healing, some sense of a new outlook, a new direction, a Reign of Faith to
deal with MS struggles.

So there you have it...My Time To Speak is a collection of songs I

Finding Faith: This song is the one you listen to at the end of the day, in your
own quiet space, your sanctuary, and realize that although bad or negative
things happen, there can be pretty remarkable outcomes. It’s been a heck
of a ride indeed.

enjoy the journey listening to it!

was feeling in my spirit, my head, and heart when I physically could
not play at all. This project IS a dream come true. Thank you...and

BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND...

